Revenge Of Killer Sudoku 6: 150 Puzzles
Synopsis

The levels of difficulty have slightly been increased! You’ve been warned! Contents: 100 Killer Sudoku 10 Killer Sudoku with diagonal cages 10 NON-CONSecutive Killer Sudoku X and 30 ZERO Killer Sudoku (blank cages) Difficulty levels are the usual EASY-COOL-THINKER-BRAIN-IQ, except that there are no EASY puzzles. Most puzzles are of THINKER and BRAIN difficulties, with lots of IQs, too. Zero Killer Sudoku puzzles are mostly IQs, of course. All puzzles in this book are NEW. This is certainly the darkest and the bloodiest Killer Sudoku book you’ll find!
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Customer Reviews

Quiet Mind, Healthy Body: The Art of Low Stress LivingI really enjoyed this killer sudoku book. I have had books where the easiest level felt impossible and others where there is nothing much to the most difficult level. I thought the levels in this book were just right. I liked moving back to an easier level to take a break from the harder ones and also the other way around. My skills in solving Killer Sudokus actually improved from doing the puzzles in this book, and I came away with a few new tricks for future puzzles. I do not know the reason for this, but a few of the puzzles definitely left me with exciting AHA moments. I’m hoping the number 6 on the cover of this book implies there are more in this series for me.

Received this book in a batch of new books DJAPE has produced. I’ve completed about a dozen in the various sections and am still working on about 5 IQ "zeroes"; slowly filling them in after productive and promising starts. How exciting when a new placement becomes clear, and opens up another run of answers! DJAPE is accurate in describing difficulty levels. Something for everyone,
and encouragement to venture further. His books are always made from quality paper that can handle numerous erasures when necessary. His instructions are clear. I have little need to look further afield because I trust him completely. I have come to trust in the quality of all of DJAPE’s puzzles, after purchasing and completing most of his back catalogue, and with this one...so far, so great. Thanks.

My grandma loves these types of sudokus and I got this book for her, after she completed Volume 4. This review is her opinion - everything is wonderful, but can a volume be published with just the hardest levels? She skips the first half of each book and it seems like a waste. Please publish another one, but only with the 2 hardest levels :) Thanks!

I enjoy these kinds of challenges. I use these to wake up my brain in the mornings. My only reason for not giving it 5 stars is because several of the puzzles have more than one correct solution. I prefer when there is only one correct solution, but maybe this makes the puzzles a little easier.
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